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 New areas of SMBX2 have been added, particularly in terms of map progression, new enemies and game mechanics. However, in terms of gameplay itself, SMBX2, as it stands, is mostly a reskin of SMB1 and SMB3. The game is presented in 2D. World 1, World 2 and World 3 are again playable, as well as the previously seen Mario's space warp room. The new areas are "Burning House" and "The
Works" located in the Block District and Mission Square respectively. There are also several "ghost" areas that are hidden in between the world levels, and are controlled by the player as the game loads, however these areas are unreachable by normal means. Super Mario Bros. X2 is the first Mario fangame that consists entirely of original artwork, graphics and level design. Unlike games like Super
Mario Bros.: 2D, SMB2D and Super Mario Bros. 3, all levels in SMB2X2 are entirely original. The title of SMBX2 was derived from the fact that the game is based on both the first and third Super Mario Bros. game. The title Super Mario Bros. X2 (and SMBX2) was used in order to differentiate the game from the Nintendo game Super Mario Bros. 2. The game was developed by the mobile game

development company Q-Games, and released on the Japanese Nintendo DS on July 15, 2006. SMB2X2 was available as a free download, or as a paid download with extra content. The game is not available in North America and Europe. The game was released on the PC in early 2007, developed by the Polish developer Dramatical Quality. This version of the game featured the ability to play Mario's
space warp, move enemies to save them, take to the sky with warp stars and interact with music with a MIDI player. It also featured the remixed soundtrack of SMB2X2 and some new tracks. It was released on the Xbox Live Arcade for the Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. It was also available on the PlayStation 2 via the PlayStation Store. At The Big Picture Awards, SMBX2 received an award for Best

Handheld Game at the Independent Games Festival. The game was re-released on DSiWare for the Nintendo DSi, the Nintendo DSi XL and the Nintendo 3DS. It was the first title to be released on the DSiWare Store on 82157476af
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